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A iwo phase ratio typo estimator has been proposed using the coefficient of
variation of auxiliary characteristics. The proposed estimator has superiority
over the two phase modified ratio estimator proposed by Kwathekar and
Ajagaonkar [2]. '
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Introdnction

For estimating the population mean F of a certain chacteristics y,
double sampling ratio estimator is well established in literature. It utilizes
the information on auxiliary characteristic x which is highly correlated
with y and is defined by

j'rd = J>n XnlXn (1)

where j^n and Xn are sample means of size n on characteristics y and x
respectively. x„ - is the sample mean of character x, based on the pre
liminary large sample of size n'. Using C®, the coefficient of variation of
auxiliary characteristic x, Kwathekar and Ajagaonkar [2] proposed the
estimator
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^KA = f« {pin + C®)/(S„ + C,) (2)

which is roore efficient than %a as well as if

xll{x + C,) < a: < (2 X + c^)ll{x + CJ, (3)

where AT = p CylCx, G is the coefficient of variation of y and p is cor
relation coefficient between y and x.

Using the same information, we propose another two phase ratio type
estimator defined by

pMd = (1 + Cx)KXn + Xn'Cx), (4)

2. Properties of the Proposed Estimator

Following Sukhatme et al. [3], it is easy to see that upto the first order
of approximation, the proposed estimator will have bias

f0'(C;® - pCyC^;) (5)

and mean squared error

M iPm) = Y'{9 + 0' iC'/ - 2? Cy C',)}; , (6)

where 0= —- L 0* = i- - and Q = Ca,/(1 + Cx).
n N n n

For efficiency comparisons, we have

5(j>) = 0, (7)

M(;>) = 0 F Cl (8)

B(U) = ^'YiCl~pC,C,), (9)

M = Y* {0 CJ + 0' (C| - 2 p C„ C,)}. (10)

B{^ka) = 6' F(C> - i_Cy C,) (11)

and

M{Ha) = {0 q + 0' {Cl -IpCy C",))\ (12)
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where C = X CxIiX + Cr). It is easily verified that

5 (;»«<.)< 5 (^r<.) if ^<(1 + 0+

and

B C^ua) < B{Ha)if K < W + C«) + (1 + C,)-^}.
(»4)

It is also seen that

Mifua) < MiP) if K> (2 (1 + C,>))-\ (15)

MiSm) < M(p.t) if /i: < (1 + (1 + C,)-i)/2 (16)

and

M(j>Afd) < M{Ska) ifK< {XI(X + C.) + (1 + C,)-i}/2. (17)

Thus the proposed estimator J>Md will be more efficient than J>, as
well as Ska if

1

2(1 + Cx)

3. Cost Aspect

+ a
(18)

Let Ci and Cg be the costs per unit of collecting observations on
characteristics y and x respectively, then the total cost of survey apart
from overhead cost can be expressed as

Cq = Cj n + Ca n'. (19)

Minimizing (6) for the given cost Cg, the-minimum mean squared error
is obtained as

Afe (.SMi)

where S = ^Ci Sy.x + a/Cs Sy.t,

S* CI
Co N

and

Sl.x = Y* (C® + C^« - 2 p Cv C')

s;;i = fi(2pCv-<^-<^).

(20)
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The optimal, in the sense of having minimum mean squared error, sample
sizes are obtained as

Minimum mean squared errors of the estimators j>, J>,d,and ^ka for the
above given cost are given by

--r) (22)

M3 (^.) (23)

andM.i^.A) = ; (24)

where . S.a — y/^i Sy.xd "t" Sy.tss,

SI., = {c'̂ +. c| - 2 p c„ cj.

Sy]:cd=Y^{2<?CyC^-Cl)

and

Ska — 'VCi Sf.xKA + VCj Sy^nA, i

sUka = (C^ + C? - 2pC„ Cx),

sZjtA= y'(2pCyC^ - C '̂).

It is seen that

M, <Mmif < i'Zi" . (25)
Cj Oy ~r ^y-co

Mo i^m) < M(j>,,)if (26)
lOy.a) -- Ciy,Xd J
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and M. ().«.) <M, »«) if -^ < • (")

Ih deriving the conditions (25), (26) and (27) the conditions (15), (16)
and (17) have been used respectively.

If the cost of collecting observation on auxiliary characteristic is
cheaper, these conditions will obviously be satisfied. Thus the proposed
estimator will have superiority over previous estimators under the condi
tion (18).

4. Numerical Illustration

For the population considered on page 189 of Cochran [1], N = 196,
X = 116, C| -= 0.0156830, = 0.0142068, = 0.0146541.
p = .9817412 and K = 0.9343939. We assume that Co = Rs 25.00,
Ci = Rs 1.00 and Ca = Rs 0.10. The eflSciency of the estimators has
been computed in the following table :

Estimator n n' , Absolute

relative bias

Relative

efficiency (%)

9 25 0 0 100

9 151 107.50 X 10-6 601.89

9, 9 151 106.39 X 10-6 602.85

, pMu 9 153 66.59 X 10-6, 639.30

Thus the proposed estimator has smaller absolute bias and is more
eflBcient than existing estimators.
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